**Tent Set Up Instructions**

1. Have two people grab the frame from opposite corners and pull outwards carefully
2. Put the canvas tent top over each of the four corners of the frame
3. Push up on the top of the frame until you hear a “click”; the click means that it is in place
4. Pull all four of the legs out so that they are extended all the way (or to the height desired)
5. Velcro the tops of the canvas tent sides to the metal tent top
6. Use the small velcro straps at the end of each wall section and strap them around the tent frame
7. Zip the four tent walls together with the zippers at the top
8. Unzip the two zippers on the front wall of the tent and roll up for an entrance.

If you need more than the above instructions, you can watch a video detailing the process at:

[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XdCMB-L360E](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XdCMB-L360E)